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(Tr. 6(2-683)
(hiestion

for the
"I continue to have some problems with the inspection proposedis the
this
reactor, after it has begun to operate as I.understand
first of the higher powered series of the Westinghouse reactors.
the largest
I suppose the pressure vessel for the reactor is one of
diameter
that has been made. Wheh I say largest, I take into account

have been made.
of wall thickness, one of the first large vessels that
vessel must
this
of
fabrication
the
that 1'
To some extent I would think that must have been some development
there
have had some problems and
have been
was required and the fabrication of the vessel itself must
in a sense a development operation.
have con
Since I have wondered from time to time Whether this could
been done
stituted a part of the research and development that has
of the
with the plant, that is, its operation and the safe operation
to the
contribute
would
which
vessel
vessel and the experience with the
sizes.
larger
and
technology of pressurized water reactors
more than
In the development program, one would ordinarily think that
plant and
tie
of
ordinary precautions would be taken in the operation
very
maybe
with the inspection of the components of the plant and that
that this
assurance
special methods would be used in the inspections to provide
be
to
plant is a safe one and that plants following it could be expected
proposed
safe, even more safe. However, the inspection, program that was
11 of
Section
on
based
was
for the reactor vessel in particular apparently
vessel
reactor
the
inspect
to
the AS1'iE boiler codes which says it is possible
at the end of ten years of operation.
years of
It appears to me this decision to inspect at the end of ten
necessarily
upon
operation by the Boiler Code Committee wasn't based
on
the safety requirements. It seemed to be based at least as much
aren't
convenience for the operator. It is indicated that methods
developed for doing these operations as yet and we make the inspection
maybe
at the end of ten years and if methods haven't been developed,
time.
of
period
the rules can be changed in, that
developed
I believe in the reply the Applicant said methods have been
infor
more
that
for doing some inspections. I think it is important
inspection
be
will
mation be provided on what will be done to assurethere
at the end of a reasonable period on this reactor and to examine
whetlher ten years is a reasonable period for the firstinspection.on
the reactor vessel itself."
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published by the State of New York and others and the hope there was
that a summary would be prepared that would give a good summary of
thy results to the Board and the general public, something they
could understand.,
I think this is not treated at all in the FSAR. There are one or two
pages where there are some general statements made about the effects
of operation on the background but no qualitative information that
I could find."
Answer
The Staff has reviewed the applicant's response to this question which
was submitted to the Board on May 8, 1971. We have nothing to add to
that response.
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DIVISION OF REACTOR LICENSING TO THE QUESTIONS
RESPONSES
OF THE ATO:IIC SAFETY AND LICENSII.G BOARD AT THE
HEARING SESSION DATED MARCH 24, 1971
(Tr. 680-682)
Question
"The Board has received some replies to questions we have had a chance
to look at and study. I would like to make a few comments on some of
the replies to possibly provide the Appliclant and the Staff with
some thoLughts that would lead them to provide additional information
at the time the hearing begins.
With reference to Question 1 in the answers by the Applicant, the question
had to do with the effect of operation of Indian Point Unit No. 1 on
the radiation in .the environment around the plant.
The answer provided is helpful; however, I am not sure it quite answered
the question. For instance, the Applicant had a program of environmental
monitoring in .effect before Indian Point 1 went into action. Presumedly
some information was gained froni that and some background level was
establ ished on the basis of that monitoring.
The reply to the question didn't indicate what the background level
was prior to the operation of Indian Point Unit No. 1. They didn't
indicate what the constituents were in the background.
In other words, what radioactive isotope made up the background and
I sort of expected the answer to contain some information on that.
Then it is discussed the effect of the operation with the plant in
1969.
Again not indicating what radioactive isotopes made up the background
the calculation seemed to indicate that one couldn't measure the
difference but there was some question about what the monitoring
is for.
Presumedly the monitoring i done to show either there is no difference
between the measurements prior to the operation of the plant and the
measurements during the operation of the plant or to show there is
some difference or to show that the numbers are so vast that you can't
distinguish a difference.
So, as I say, it might be worthwhile to provide some additional infor
mation on what these measurements have been and what they establish.
That information is available in the periodic reports that have been

Answer
The'applicant has stated in his response that no unusual fabrication
problems were encountered during the course of the manufacture of
the vessel. To the knowledge of the staff this statement is true.
Personnel of the Commission's Division of Compliance (CO) visited the
Coibustion Engineering (CE) shops to review the fabrication of the
Indian Point 2 reactor vessel. Visits were made on November 2, 1966,
May 21-26, 1967, and April 22-24, 1968. Although no unusual fabrication
problceis were noted by CO as a result of these meetings, some deviations
were reported. These are as follows:
1. Subsequent to hot forming but prior to quench and
temper the bottom dome plate broke. This component
was replaced.
2. Eccentricity was noted in some of the small nozzles furnished
by a sub-supplier. They were returned and the condition was
corrected.
3. Chemical analysis on the cladding in a local area was out
of specification. The cladding in the affected area was
removed and replaced.
4. The control rod housing flange edges were machined in
excess of the drawing specifications. After evaluation by
the engineering department and upon the concurrence of
Westinghouse, the condition was accepted.
5. The pilot hole for stud hole No. 10 in the vessel flange was
offset. The condition was noted before final machining and
threading. A detailed procedure was prepared to assure that
The procedure
subsequent work would not require a major repair.
penetrant
included additional magnetic particle and dye
inspection and step-by-step instructions for final machining
operations. As a result of the special precautions taken, the
final threaded hole was found acceptable.
6. The replacement dome place. was found to have an edge. crack after
quench 'and temper. Most of the crack was removed by trimming
to final size; however a weld repair to a depth of approximately
5 inches was required to remove all evidences of the crack. The
repair was found acceptable following ultrasonic and radiographic
testing.
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7. A number of deviations concerned the dimensions of the Control
Rod Drive housings. The housings are of an unusual configuration
that required careful and precise machining within tight toler
ances. Twenty-six of the 97 housings contained dimensional
deviations from specificati.ons upon receipt from the supplier.
Five of these required replacement, the others were accepted
on the basis that the deviations were not significant enough to
warrant replacement or were brought within tolerances by further
machining.
8. Optical checks of the closure headkeyways disclosed an out-of
tolerance condition. Westinghoule refused to waive the condition;
C E was required to perform additional machining to meet the
specification.
9. Minor dimensional deviations were noted in the closure head O-ring
grooves and the flange closure surfaces. These were detected
during routine dimensional inspections. Each of the conditions
noted required correction since these dimensions are important
to the proper sealing of the closure head to the vessel.
10.

Stud and stud hole threads in the' vessel were found to be out-of
tolerance following initial machining. Rework was required.
The success of the rework was verified by the trouble free bolt
up during the hydro test.

11.

The hydro test was delayed for approxi iiately a week when the
low r head instrumentation tubes were found to be either bent
slightly or undersized. Again Westinghouse refused to waive
the condition since these tubes myst pass a minimum diameter
in-core ion chamber. C E hand broached the tubes to bring them
into tolerance.

The ASHIE Code for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear Reactor Coolant Systems
(Section XI) was written during the period 1967 to 1969 under the
sponsorship of the ASME through the American National Standard Institute
(ANSI) N145 Committee. as a cooperative effort with the AEC. The final draft
of the code was written subsequent to announcement by the AEC of a proposal
to amend its reactor-licensing regulations to include sections on codes
and standards as they relate to systems and components important to safety.
As a participant in the development of the ASME Code for Ins-ervice In
spection of Nuclear Reactor Coolant Systems the AEC endorses the use of
this code. Although the requirement for the use of this code as stated
in AEC regulations is effective only for plants with construction permits
issued On or after January 1, 1971 the inservice inspection program
developed for Indian Point Unit No. 2 as presented in the Technical Speci
fications has been updated to incorporate the inservice inspection re
quirements of Section XI. Those examinations for which inspection equipment
has not yet been developed are noted in the Technical Specifications and
have. been discussed in tile applicant's response.

The basic inspection interval defined in the code (paragraph

IS-241

ten years.
and in the Technical Specifications (paragraph 4.2.2) is
the Technical
in
and
IS-242)
(paragraph
However as indicated in the code
which
for
exceptions
Specifications (paragraph 4.2.5), with certain
at
interval,
inspection
examination may be deferred to the end of the
coMpleted
been
have
least 25 per cent of the required examinations shall
and at least
by the expiration of one-third of the inspection interval
two thirds
of
50 per cent shall have been completed by the expiration
Thus inspections will be conducted during the
of tile inspection interval.
ten year interval as well as at the end of the interval.
for the detection
The ten year interval was determined to be sufficient
Those tests
system.
coolant
of long-term deterioration of the reactor
intended to
are
specified to be conducted within the ten year interval
coolant
the
of
provide an assessment of the general overall condition
areas and
system, to evaluate the vessel material in high service-factor
physical
on the
to determine the effect of significant neutron fluence
properties of the materials.
which may
Certain-exceptions to the requirement for. interim inspection
for in
provided
are
interval
be deferred to the end of the inspection
the
of
case
the
In
the Code and in the Technical Specifications.
welds in the
pressure vessel these include pressure containing shell
item 1.1 of
core region (code category A and Technical Specification
vessel shell and heads
Table 4.2-1); pressure containing welds in the
item
other than those above (code category B and Technical Specifications
penetrations
1.2 of Table 4.2-1); and pressure containing welds in.vessel
1.6).
item
Specification
(code category B-2 and Technical
are required
Other portions of the pressure vessel inservice inspection
the in
of
thirds
two
to be partially performed within one third and
vessel
include
spection interval as stated above. These inspections
C
category
(code
to flange and head to flange circumferential welds
(code
welds..
and Technical Specification item 1.3); nozzle to vessel
dissimilar
category D and Technical Specification item 1.4); nozzle to
Specification
metal welds (safe-end)., (code category F and Technical
Technical
item 1.7); pressure retaining bolting (code .category 6-1 and
Specification items 1.8, 1.9, and l.1O); integrally welded vessel
interior
supports (code category H and Technical Specification item 1.12);
clad of vessel surfaces (code category I-l and Technical Specification
internal
item 1.13 and 1.14); and interior surfaces and integrally welded
1.15).
item
supports (code category N and Technical Specification
of the
It is true that the volumetric examinations required in several
and
above cases is predicated on the development of new equipment
way.
efficient
an
in
examinatioh
the
techniques which will perform
in
stated
specifically
is
and
staff,
It is the understanding of the
techniques
inspection
of
develop!-,ent
the Foreword to the Code, that the
not .presently available can be completed by the end of the ten year
interval, or the rules changed in that time.
The staff is currently directing its interest in these developments
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as a part of the review of current applications. It is our understanding
that the function of inservice inspection is to provide for the long
term integrity of the primary system over the forty year life-time of
the plant and current information indicates that industrial development
of efficient volumetric examination methods for reactor vessels and
other portions of the primary system in response to the newly developed
code requirements will meet this objective.

Satisfactory operation of the reactor vessel during the initial years
of its operation rests principally on its design; quality assurance
including non destructive testing during its manufacture; preoperational
testing in place; and base line volumetric examination made as a part
of the inservice inspection program.

*
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(Tr. 683-684)
Qes ti on
'Now, with 're(gird to the reactor vessel and related soinewhat to in

spection, in reading the information that came from the construction
permit stage, one, I think, is impressed at that time, at least,
there is some concern about the possibility of a rupture of the
reactor vessel.
The Applicant provided special concrete structure, I will call it,
shielding around the reactor vessel to prevent missiles. The Staff
safety analysis indicated and the ACRS letter indicated that certain
provisions were being made in the design of the plant to take care of
meltdown fuel and this could be expected in the event of a rupture
in the reactor vessel.
Yet,
In ACRS documents prior to that time a concern was expressed.
that
indicated
is
it
as the plant comes up for an operating license,
that
vessel,
there is now no concern about the rupture of a reactor
this is not a design basis accident that needs to be considered and,
in fact, there is no provision for handling the meltdown of the core
should such an accident happen.
I think it is important to justify this change in outlook that has
occurred between 1965 and 1966 when a construction permit was issued
and the present stand."
Answer
We answered a similar question in our respqnse to the Environmental
Defense Fund, Inc., Question A-44. in our response dated January 11,
1971, we stated that whenever the chance of, rupture cannot be ruled out
as zero, then, of course, such an occurrence is "possible" though it
may be highly unlikely. At the time of the construction permit review of
Indian Point Unit 2, major emphasis was placed on enhancing those features
which would assure containment integrity subsequent to an accident since
the Indian Point site has a population distribution in its vicinity which
is significantly greater than that for any'other power reactor previously
approved for construction up to. that time. The ACRS took a particular
interest in the protection afforded the containment liner from potential
missiles which might be generated from structural failure of components.
Accordingly, the ACRS included the following paragraph in their Report
on Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit N'o. 2, dated August 16, 1966, at
the construction permit review.
"The reactor vessel and various other components of the
system are surrounded by concrete shielding which pro
vides protection to the containment against missiles
that iight be generated if structural failure of such
components were to occur during operation at pressure.
This includes missile protection against the highly
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unlikely failure of the reactor vessel by longitudinal

splitting or by various modes of circumferential cracking.
The Committee favors such protection for large reactors
in regions of relatively high population density."
the highly
With respect to a requirement for missile protection against
consistent
unlikel.y failure of the reactor vessel, similar provisions,
plants
other
in
incorporated
with the position of ACRS, •have been
including
located in regions of relatively high population density,
1 and 2.
Units
Indian Point Unit 3, Zion Units 1 and 2, and Hidland

Historically, during our review of the Indian Point units a
ACRS relative
considerable amount of interest has been expressed by the
While
failure.
to the likelihood and consequences of a pressure vessel
the
such a failure has never been considered a design basis accident,
ACRS, in view of the Indian Point site pro.ximity to high population
of
density areas, favored some protection fro,- the mechanical effects
Indian
in
included
are
provisions
pressure vessel failure. These design
Point.
We see no change of outlook between 1965 and the present in this
area, since, as recently in 1970, we required similar design provisions
area of
to be included in the Midland plant which is also adjacent to an
high population density.

* 0
(Tr. 684-685)
Question
"In connection with the emergency'core cooling system, as I read the
Staff safety analysis and the ACRS letter for 1966, the emergency
core cooling system as proposed at that time was inadequate. The
flow from the system was going to have to be increased and increased
to the extent that a meltdown of the core could not occur..
This at least is my reading of the reports at that time.
In addition to that the Applicant was going to provide and the
papers seemed to indicate that it would be nice to provide for contain
ment, at least, in the event this emergency core cooling system or one
that Was supposed to fail actually did fail and this was the reason
for putting the crucible below the reactor vessel.
In other words, no backup.
This was no longer considered necessary.
for the emergency core cooling system seems to be considered necessary.
Though there may be very good reasons for this, I think it would be
desirable to discuss at the hearing more about what work was done on
the design of that core catcher, I will call it, because this is
stated in reply to the extensive design work that was done.
Give additional information concerning the reasons for removing this
device, even though it was. provided only as a backup to a system that
was not supposed to fail."
Answer
At the -time of the construction permit review, the emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) proposed for Indian Point Unit 2 consisted of
safety injection capability provided by three high-head safety
injection pumps, two low-head safety injection pumps and two
residual heat removal pumps. The system was provided to limit
potential core damage following a loss of coolant accident.
Analysis of the performance ,of a minimum system using onsite emergency
electric power indicated that the potential existed for a 10 per cent
zirconium water reaction. Under these circumstances about 20 per cent
of the fuel pellets would be exposed and could fall to the bottom of
Even though calculations indicated that the integrity
the reactor vessel.
of the pressure vessel would not be jeopardized the uncertainty as
sociated with cooling the lower vessel head containing an uncertain
number of spilled fuel pellets resulted in the applicants proposal of
the pit crucible as a device to contain the core or portions thereof
should it not be adequately cooled and melt through the reactor vessel.

Both the staff in its Safety Evaluation of Indian Point Unit 2 issued
August 25, 1966 and the ACRS in their letter of August 16, 1966
Subsequent
recoummer;.>'d that the flow capacity of the ECCS be increased.
proposed
ECCS
was
to issuance of the Construction Permit a reddsigned
by the applicant in Supplement 6 dated April 17, 1967 with additional
information provided in Supplement 7 d.ated October 16, 1967. This
new design included the addition of four paslive accumulators with their
capability for rapid injection of water, an increase in the design head
of the residual heat removal pumps used for low pressure safety injection,.
and elimination of the low-head recirculation pumps, internal to the
containment, during the injection phase but retention of those pumps for
the recirculation phase. The applicant's design criteria for this
revised ECCS were (1) maximum calculat-d zircaloy clad temperature
for the entire core will not exceed the zircaloy melting temperature
with the core in its original heat transfer geometry, and (2) zircaloy
water reactions will be limited to an insignificant amount.
The interim policy statement on ECCS issued by the Commission on June 19,
1971, describes the procedures we now use to assess such systems and the criteria
that we have established to determine acceptable performance. These ac
ceptance criteria require the zircaloy clad temperature.to not exceed 23000 F,
a limit that is more stringent than the melting temperature limit originally.
proposed by the applicant.
The additional protection provided by the accumulators and the application
of more sophisticated analytical techniques than those previously available
indicated that these design criteria could be met and the pit crucible was
eliminated from the design as unnecessary., The ACRS concurred with the
applicant's proposal to remove the pit crucible from the design in their
letter of September 23, 1970. In Supplement 7 to the PSAR the applicant
presented a conceptual design and layout of the reactor pit crucible with
a thermal analysis-of its performance calculated on the basis of the
theoretical model presented previously in Supplement 5.

(Tr.- 685-686)
Question
"In connection with the emergency plans, there are procedures that are
to be followed in the event of an emergency. These are procedures that
have been. provided by the Applicant and others provided by the State
of New York. If the Applicant has analyzed an accident, one that
would involve extensive threat of radioactivity such as the State of
New York to be called in, we would like there to be some discussion
of the accident and the time that is involved.
Certainly the amounts of time required to notify people and take measure
ments. I have seen no description of a typical accident; I should call
it an accident that is not typical, one that involves a considerable
threat of radioactivity, and the time allowqed for carrying out these
operations according to the Staff's safety ainalysis; within two hours
at the site boundary one could approach the 10 CFR Part 100 limits under
certain conditions and 12 hours seems to be a fairly short time to
carry out all of the emergency actions called for in the emergency
p1 an.
We Would like to have some discussion about the kind of accidents that
have been analyzed and the amount of time considered to be available
for carrying out these plans and how they compare with this two-hour
business at the site boundary."
Answer
The staff is presently preparing testimony for the hearing relating
to Emergency Plans, which we believe will be responsive to this
.question.

Vz

(Tr. 686)

Question
"There was one other item that comes from the changes that have been
made since the construction permit was issued. At that tine sodium
thiosulfate I believe, was the additive to be used in the iodineto
spray system. That additive has been changed. I found nothingworthwhile
document the reasons for the change and I think that would.be
for some discussion at tie hearing."
Answer
The change from sodium thiosulfate to sodium hydroxide was proposed
by the applicant. Since either additive proyides iodine reduction
capability, the staff considers this substitution an acceptable alternative
for the previous commitment.

/1

(Tr. 686-637)
are as low as
"There is a question concerning whether the releases
iPC value.
practicable. or whether they are a small percentage of the
provisions
the
to
extent
some
into
go
I think at the hearing we will
from the plant
that have been made for controlling the routine releases
as one
low
as
indeed
are
they
and into the question as to whether
to reduce
required
be
might
should expect, what kinds of modifications
such
to
advantage
them forther and whether there would be any real
reduction.
as to
In other words, whether the reduction would be so significant
to consider."
be concerned. I don't believe I have any other points
Answer
Unit 2 FFDSAR
The estimates of releases presented in the Indian Point
small percentages
all
are design values based on design objectives and are
releases will be
of the respective MPCs for each isotope. The actual
The provisions
determined by measurement during operation-of the plant.
Indian Point
from
releases
routine
that have been made for controlling
In
systems.
disposal
waste
solid
Unit 2 include liquous, gaseous, and
the
excessive,
are
releases
actual
the event that it appears that the
waste treatment
statf will consider and review any modification to the
further. In
releases
system which has the potential for reducing the
gained
experience
the
it's review the staff would take into consideration
which
system
Any modification of the waste disposal
at operating plants.
decreases
would decrease the radioactive level of effluents correspondingly
the radiological impact of the plant on the environment.
to
Of further interest in this regard is a recent proposed amendment
Commission's
the
to
change
a
10 CFR Part 50 dated June 4, 1971 regarding
is
regulations which provides numerical guides to meet the as low as
attached.
is
practicable criterion. This proposed amendment
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PROPOSED RULE MAKING

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
[ 10 CFR Part 501
LICENSING OF PRODUCTION AND
UTILIZATION FACILITIES
Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Reactors
The Atomic Energy Commission has
under considierntion amendments to its
i Lu]tion. 10, CTR Part 50, "Licensing
of Produ(tion and Utilization Facilities,"
%0hich would supplement the regulation
\ith a new Appendix I to that part to
provide numerical fuides for design ob
.ive5 and technical specification re
(iuirenirwnts for limiting conditions for
n)eration for light-water-cooled nuclear
iwer reactors to keep radioactivity in
effluents as low ;L practicable.
On December 3, 1970, the Atomic
Energy Commission published in the
Fi-DERAL REGISTER .(35 F.R. 18385)

amendments to 10 CFR Part 50 that
specified design and operating require

ments for nuclear power reactors to keep
levels of radioactivity in effluents to un
restricted areas as low as practicable.
The amendments provided qualitative
guidance, but not numerical criteria, for
determining when design objectives and

operations meet the requirements for
keeping levels of radioactivity in effluents
as.low as practicable.

The Commission noted in the State
ment of Considerations published with
the amendments the desirability of de
veloping more definitive guidance in con
nection with the amendments and that
it was initiating discussions with the
nuclear power industry and other com
petent groups to achieve that goal.
The Commission considers that the
proposed numerical guides for design

objectives and technical specification
requirements for limiting conditions for
operation for light-water-cooled nuclear
power reactors set out below would meet
the criterion "as low as practicable" for

radioactive material in effluents released
to unrestricted areas. The guidance
would be specifically applicable only to
light-water-cooled nuclear power reac

tors and would not necessarily be appro
priate for other types of nuclear power
reactors and other kinds of nuclear
facilities.
As noted in the Statement of Consid
erations accompanying the amendments
to Part 50 published in the FEDERAL REG
ISTER on December 3, 1970, the Com

mission has always subscribed to the
general principle that, within established
radiation protection guides, radiation
exposures to the public should be kept
as low as practicable. This general prin
ciple has been a central one in the field
of radiation protection for many years.
Operating licenses include provisions to
limit and control radioactive effluents
from the plants. Experience has shown

that licensees have generally kept ex
posures to radiation and releases of
radioactivity in effluents to levels well
below the limits specified in 10 CFR Part

20. Specifically, experience with licensed
light-water-cooled nuclear power reac
tors to date shows that radioactivity in
water and air effluents has been kept at
low levels--for the most part small per
centages of the Part 20 limits. Resultant
exposures to the public living in the
immediate vicinity of operating power
reactors have been small percentages of
Federal radiation protection guides.
The Commission also noted that, In
general, the release of radioactivity in
effluents from nuclear power reactors
now in operation have been within ranges
that may be considered "as low as prac
ticable," and that, as a result of advances
in reactor technology, further, reduction
of those releases can be achieved. The
amendments to Part 50 published on De
cember 3, 1970, were intended to give
appropriate regulatory effect, with re
spect to radioactivity in effluents from
nuclear power reactors, to the qualitative
guidance of the Federal Radiation Coun
cil that radiation doses should 'be kept
"as low as practicable". The proposed
guides set out below are intended to pro
vide quantitative guidance to that end
for light-water-cooled nuclear power
reactors.
The proposed numerical guides are
based on present light-water-cooled nu
clear power reactor operating experience
and state of technology (including recent
improvements). In developing the guides
the Commission has taken into account
comments and suggestions by represent
atives of power reactor suppliers, elec
trical utilities, archlteot-engineering
firms, environmental and conservation
groups and States in which nuclear
power reactors are located on the general
subject of definitive guidance for nuclear
power reactors. Meetings were held by the
Commission with these groups in Janu
ary and February 1971. The participants
In these meetings were provided an op
portunity to express their views on the
need for more definitive guidance for
design objectives for light-water-cooled
nuclear power reactors to keep radio
activity In effluents as low as prac
ticable; whether the guidance should
be expressed in terms of waste treatment
equipment requirements and perform
ance specifications or numerical criteria
on quantities and concentrations released
to the environment; and to suggest what
equipment or numerical criteria would
be appropriate at this time.
Generally, the participants favored
numerical criteria. Views were expressed
that the criteria should be derived from
potential doses to people or in the form
of quantities and concentrations of radio
active material emitted to the environ
ment. Some opinions were expressed that
present technology (including recent Im
provements) is such that light-water
cooled nuclear power reactors can be
designed to keep exposures to the public
in the offslte environment within a few
percent of exposures from natural back
ground radiation.
The participants also stressed the im
portance of operating flexibility to take
into account unusual conditions of opera-
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tion which may, on a temporary basis,
result in exposures ligher than the few
percent of natural background radiation.
but well within radiation proteotion
guides. Recognition of the need for this
operating flexibility Is currently stated in
§ 50.36a(b).
The Commission believes that the pro
posed guides ,,rdesign objectives and
limiting conditions for operation for
light-water-cooled nuclear power reac
tors set out below provide a reasonable
basis at the present time for implement
ing the principle that radioactive mate
rial in effluents released to unrestricted
areas should be kept "as low as practi
cable." As noted in the amendments to
Part 50 published on December 3, 1970,
"The term 'as low as practicable' as used
in this part means as low as is practicably
achievable taking into account the state
of technology, and the economics of im
provements in relation to benefits to the
public health and safety and in relation
to the utilization of atomic energy in
the public interest." The Commission will
continue to evaluate the appropriateness
of these guides for light-water-cooled nu
clear power reactors in light of further
operating experience.
Under the President's Reorganization
Plan No.-3 of 1970, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) is responsible
for establishing generally applicable en
vironmental radiation standards for the
protection of the general environment
from radioactive materials. The ABC is
responsible for the implementation and
enforcement of EPA's generally ap
plicable environmental standards.
EPA has under consideration generally
applicable environmental standards for
these types of power reactors. AEC has
consulted EPA in the development of the
guides on design objectives and limiting
conditions for operation set forth below
to control radioactivity in effluent re
leases. If the design objectives and op
erating limits established herein should
prove to be incompatible with any gen
erally applicable environmental stand
ard hereafter established by EPA, the
AEC will modify these objectives and
limits as necessary.
The proposed guides for design objec
tives and limiting conditions for opera
tion for light-water-cooled nuclear power
reactors are consistent with the basic
radiation protection standards and
guides recommended by the International
Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP), the National Council on Ra
diation Protection and Measurements
(NCRP), and the Federal Radiation
Council (FRC). (The functions of the
FRO were transferred to the Environ
mental Protection Agency pursuant to
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970.)
These standards form the basis for the
Commission's regulation, 10 CFR Part
20, "Standards for Protection Against
Radiation". In this regard, the NCRP
announced on January 26, 1971, the re
lease of NCRP Report No. 39, "Basic
Radiation Protection Criteria". The
NCRP noted that a 10-year study by the
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Council has

oliirilcd

the

validity of

most of the ba.sic radiation protection
criteria presently uset by governmental
agencies to regulate tire exposure of the
population and of radiation workers. The
dose limits for individual ninbers of
Ihe public ii'il;Ii at 0,5 rein pe'r year
of 0.17 iovn per
the yearly do,;e lirlit
:!!:d
is
1 '!!.oI avolri gl'd Vvr Ili t piil;iti'lnl
uichanged. 1hliese limits are compatible
with the linits ;rid ruides recommended
,TI.Gand apply
by he IC'P and tihe
to exposures froni all sources other
than medical procedures a d natural
background.
The NCRP-1CRP FRC recommended
liiits and cuides give approiiate con
sideration to the overall reqrirements of
health pro!octlon and the beneficial use
.f radiation and atomic energy. Any
icale effects that may occur at the
b..:
>owleveis of the limits and guide, occur
that they cannot be de
::frequent
tected with existing techniques. The
standards setting eroiips have added to
tie numerical guirdance the general
admonition that all radiation exposure
should be held to lowest practicable level.
Ths adrocition takes into account that
:enierally applicable :tandards or rules
establtihed to cover many situations
must necessariiy be so, at a higher level
thani may be justified in any given indi
vidual situation.
The acceptability of a given level of
exposure for a particular activity can be
determined only by giving due regard
to the reasons for permitting the ex
posure. This means that. within the basic
standards of FRC. NCRP. and ICRP,dif
ferent limitations on exposure levels are
appropriate for various types of activities
depending ui)on the circumstances. A
level that is practicable for one type of
activity may not be pI _.cucable for a dif
ferent type of activity.
The proposed guides for lesign objec
tives and limitations on operations set
forth below would be specifically appli
cable to light-water-cooled nuclear power
nuclear
reactors. Light-water-cooled
power reactors are the only type of power
reactors that are bein.- installed in rela
tively large numbers and on which there
is substantial tipviatint' experience in the
United States. The guides would not
necessarily be appropriate for control
inp levels of radioactivity in effluents from
other types of n.iclear power reactors.
On tie basis 61.present information on
tile techinolopy of these other types of
reactors, it i., expected that releases of
radioactivity in effluents can generally be
kept within the proposed guides for
liiht-water-cooled nuclear power reac
tors The Commission plans to develop
numerical guides on levels of radioac
tiviiv in effilueints that may be considered
oliber types of
tle10'frll"
to)%% I;I rn
ulunt{tit:, hi'c

:,, ti

d

It-ir 'lla
tols as idtequate de'

opertaiig experience is ac

quired. Iii the ineantime.' design obJec
Iives and technical specifications for lim
rt ig condition.,s for operation to carry
out the purposes of keeping levels of
rarraet ivity in effluents to unrestricted

areas as low as practicable will be speci
conie-into con tact, anr travcl, and froifi
many activities cunirirnulrly Cllill,ed illby
lied for other types of nuclear power
tire public.
reactors on a case-by-case basis.
Neither would the guides necessarily
Specific provisions of guides for design
be appropriate for controlling levels of ob0cjtie's. The proposed guides for radi
radioactivity in effluents from other kinds oactive
un terials iii liquid effluents
as fucl reproc
of nuclear facilities sch
would specify limittions on annual
essing plants, fuel fabric;.t;in plhints, or
total quantities of radioactive material,
radioisotopc processing p .ints wle re the except tritium, ind annual average (:oi
design characteristics of the plant and
centrations of radioactive material in
nature of operations involve different
effluent. prior to dilution in a natural
consirlerations. The Commission is 'it'ng body of water, relcawcd by each litpht
further consideration to appropriate water-cooled nuclear power reactor ;ita
amendments to its regulations to specify site. The release of tile concentrations
design objectives and limiting conditions and total quantity ol radioactive iiue
for operation to minimize levels of radio
rial from a site at these levels is not likely
activity released in the operation of to result ii exposures to the whole body
other types of licensed facilities suci as or any organ of an individual in the off
reactor fuel reprocessing plants.
site environment in excess of 5 millirems.
E.rpected consequences of guides for In deriving the guides on design objec
design objectives. The proposed guides tive quantities and concentrations, con
servative assumptions have been made
for design objectives for light-water
on dilution factors, physical, and biologi
cooled nuclear power reactors have been
cal concentration factors in the food
selected primarily on the basis tljat ex
chain, dietary intakes and other per
isting technology makes it feasible to
tinent factors to relate quantities re
design and operate light-water-cooled
nuclear power reactors within the guides. leased to exposures offsite.
The design objectives are expressed in
The proposed guides for design objec
terms of guides for limiting the number tives for radioactive materials in gas
of quantities and for limiting concentra
eous effluents would limit the total quan
tions of radioactive materials in effluents. tity of radioactive material released from
It is expected that conformance with the a site to the offsite environment so that
guides on design objectives would achieve annual average exposure rates due to
the following results:
noble gases at any location ointhe bound
1. Provide reasonable assurance that ary of the site or in the offsite environ
annual exposures to individuals living ment would not be likely to exceed 10
millirems. Annual average concentra
near the boundary of a site where one or
more light-water-cooled nuclear power tions at any location on the boundary of
reactors are located, from radioactivity a site or in the offsite environment from
radioactive iodines or radioactive mate
released in either liquid or gaseous efflu
rial in particulate form would be limited
ents from all such reactors, will gen
erally be less than about 5 percent of to specified values.
The proposed guides for design objec
average exposures from natural back
ground radiation.' This level of exposure tive concentrations specified for radio
is about 1 percent of Federal radiation active iodines or radioactive material in
protection guides for individual members particulate form would include a reduc
tion factor of 100.000 for Part 20 con
of the public.
centration values in air that would allow
2. Provide reasonable assurance that
annual exposures to sizeable population for possible exposures from certain radi
oactive materials that may be concen
groups from radioactivity released in
trated in the food chain. Resultant
either liquid or gaseous effluents from all
exposures to individuals offsite !would not
light-water-cooled nuclear power reac
be expected to exceed 5 millirems per
tors on all sites in the United States for
the foreseeable future will generally be year. The reduction factor would include
a 1,000 factor by which the maximum
less than about 1 percent of exposures
from natural background radiation. This permissible concentration of radioactive
iodine in air should be reduced to allow
level of exposure is also less than 1 per
for the milk exposure pathway. This
cent of Federal radiation protection
guides for the average population dose. factor of 1.000 has been derived for radio
active iodine, taking into account the
These levels of exposure would be in
milk pathway However. it has been ar
distinguishable from exposures due to
bitrarily applied to radionuclides of
variation in natural background radia
iodine and to allradionuclides in partic
tion, would not be measurable with exist
ulate form with a half-life greater than
ing techniques, and would be estimated
8 days. The factor is not appropriate for
from effluent data from nuclear power
plants by calculational techniques. These iodine where milk is not a pathway of
levels of exposure are obviously very low exposure or for other radionuclides tin
der any neual conditions of exposure.
In comparison with the much hipher ex
fill'
lrire facitor Is hivilv Co(lltet'\lvllrt
ol,u'rvs IttUrred hy the tirihitli from
ildt':n
tll tl il~ti Itlltiitc ntl I...
l i tttolll
ittUt'itl barekgroumnd tIlel to csilillh' I'lltur
Ippliled 0i1y htillUse it ittltlears feAnsible
tioi. natural radioactivity Iln tire body
and in all materials with which people to ieet, these very low levels. The speci
fied annual average exposure rates of 10
millirems from noble gases and specifid
Average exposures due to natural back
concentrations of radioiodines and par
ground radiation in the United States are
ticulates at any location on the boundary
in the range of 100-125 mlllirems per year.
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or in the ofTsite en vironment erage exposures to large population of thiis notice in the FEDRAL RrrST.R.
of the s;ite
iat actual groups would be less than 1 millirem per Comments and su ggestions received after
provide reasonable assurance tl
that
period will be considered if it is prac
year.
annuaw exposures to the whol en~mhlr
body or
ticable to do so. but assurance of con
of
any organ of an individual m
-rm
Guides
on
technical
specifications
limsideration
iting conditions for operation. The pro- comments cannot
filed w be given except as to
the public will not exceed 5 mllg1irems.
posed guidance would include provisions fled. Copies of corrithin the period speci
The proposed guides for ded
tives would provide that an applicant for developing technical specifications examined in thenments received may be
hi-water- with respect to limiting conditions for Document Room Commission's Public
for a permit to construct a lig
cooled nuclear power reactor at a par- operation to control radioactivity in ef- Washington, D.C. at 1717 H Street NW.,
1. Section 50.34
ticular site could propose desi gn objec- fluents from light-water-cooled nuclear
tive quantities and concentr ations in power reactors during normal operations. amended by addi a of 10 CFR Part 50 is
effluents higher than those sp ecified in The technical specifications would be in- tence at the end o ng the following sen
fparagraph (a) :
the guides. The Commission v ould ap- eluded as conditions in operating li
prove the design objectives if he appli- censes. These provisions are designed to § 50.3.1a Design objectives for equip
ment to Coiltrol releases of radio
cant provided reasonable assuriance that, assure that reasonable efforts are made
active nhateri aiin effluents--nuclear
taking into account the envir onmental to keep actual releases of radioactivity in
power reactor
characteristics of the site, the cioncentra- effluents during operation to levels that
adioactive are within the guides on design objective
(a) * • * The guides set
lions and total quantity of ra
out in Ap
material released by all lig ht-water- quantities and concentrations. It is ex- pendix I provide numerical guidance on
cooled nuclear power reactors ait the site pected that actual levels of radioactivity design objectives for light-water-cooled
would in effluents will normally be within the nuclear power res
in either liquid or gaseous efflue nts
es to the design objective levels. It is necessary, quirement that is ,ctors to meet the re
not result in, actual exposure
adioactive material in
whole body or any organ of an I ndividual however, that nuclear power reactors de- effluents released t o unrestricted areas be
In the offsite environment in e xcess of 5 signed for generating electricity have a kept "as low as pr acticable."
millirems per year.
. high degree of reliability. Operating flex•
#
2. Section 50.36
The proposed guides for desi gn objec- ibility is needed to take into account
and
consome
variation
in
the
small
quantities
of
amended
by
addi a of 10 CFR Part 50 is
tives (expressed as quantities
centrations in effluents) for lig hi-water- radioactivity that leak from fuel ele- tence attheendofng the following sen
paragraph (b):
cooled nuclear power reac tors are ments which may, on a transient basis,
sufficiently corservative to pro vide rea- result in levels of radioactivity in efflu- § 50.36a Technic al specifications on ef
fluents from nuclear power reactors.
that, for most ents in excess of the design objective
sonable assuance
•
•
locations having environment al char- quantities and concentrations.
0
0
0
The proposed guidance would provide
(b)
The
acteristics likely to be consid ered acguides
set
out
in
Ap
a
nuclear
operating
flexibility
and
at
the
same
time
pendix
I
provide
r
ceptableby the Commission for
power reactor site, increases in radiation assure a positive system of control, by a limiting conditiortumerical guidance on
is for operation for
exposures to individual membeisry, due graded scale of action by the licensee, to
nuclear power re
or reduce releases of radioactivity if rates of light-water-cooled
public living at the site bounc
actors to meet t he requirement that
to radioactive material in either liquid or release actually experienced, averaged radioactive materh
gaseous effluents from operation of light- over any calendar quarter, are such that to unrestricted artalsIn effluents released
eas be kept "as low as
water-cooled nuclear power re actors at the quantities or concentrations in efflu- practicable."
3. A new Appen
the site, will generally be lesi a than 5 ents would be likely to exceed twice the
dix I is added to read
millirems per year and average exposures design objective quantities and concen- as follows:
to sizeable population groups wiLl gen- trations The proposed Appendix I would APPENDIX I-NMERI
CAL GUIDEG
O DESION
erally be less than 1 millirem per te.
provide that the Commission may take
OEcrrvres AND LiIMrrNo OONDITIONS MR
Nevertheless, the guides provide sign oappropriate action to assure that release
OPZRATIoN To MEZ r TH CRITraON "Am Low
Commission may specify, as destrations rates are reduced if rates of release of
As PSAcicA L " ro OR RADIOACTIIVZ MATERIAL
Jectives, quantities and conce ckground quantities and concentrations in effluents
IN Lionr-WATER-( )OOLED NUCLEAR POWR
of radioactive material above bai rts
to be actually experienced, averaged over any
REACTOR EIPrLuExN'
In either liquid or gaseous efflue thatoae calendar quarter, indicate that annual
SxcToN I. Introdu
Section 50.34a(a)
released to unrestricted areas that are rates of release are likely to exceed a provides that an app.ction.
lication for a permit to
lower than the specified quant ities and range of 4-8 times the design objective construct a nuclear power reactor shall in
concentrations if it appears th .at for a quantities and concentrations. Release elude a description o f the preliminary deeign
particular site the specified q uantltles rates within this range would be expected of equipment to beI installed to maintain
and concentrations are likely to result in to keep the annual exposure rate to indl- control over radloct ite materials in gaseous
liquid effluents produced during normal
annual exposures to an individ ual that
dusand
u tviduals
offste withn a range of 20-40 reactor operations, Including experted op
would exceed 5 millirems.
torems per year during the quarterly erational occurrencesa. In the case of an ap
Conformance with the proposeed guides period. In the proposed guidance on tech- plloatl6n filed on or aIter January 2, 1971. the
for design objective quantities and con- nical specifications, provision would be application must also identify the design
centrations in effluents would provide made for an appropriate period of time objectives, and the means to be employed.
reasonable assurance that the resultant for all licensees of light-water-cooled for keeping levels of radioactive material
whole body dose to the total pcapulation nuclear power reactors to implement the in effluents to unres tricted areas "as low as
exposed would be less than albout 400 guidance with respect to facility practicable".
provisions designed
man-reis 'per year per 1,000 m egawatts operation.
to assure that relea sins
se of radioactivity from
electrical Installed nuclear ge nerating
Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of nuclear power reacto s to unrestricted areas*
capacity at a site from radioactl ve mate1954, as amended, and section 553 of title during normal react oroperations, Including
rial in liquid and gaseous efflue'nts, Av- 5 of the United States Code, notice is expected operational occurrences, are kept
"as low as practicable
hereby given that adoption of the followfill llvat t
al Sihl• •
It 'vida
,tThin Rpriaiilin
Part at) is ooi..
rtiocidnient to 10 Crl
Iln0111"kirelwd
A ,til ini"
ilelt 'f
tie
ti eanllre
11
11" operation
li 4aIJeoLttIvatluntl lilialtinff aiuzlali
tetplated.
All
Intereted
peraoula
Wliu
tions
for
0l a large numnber of persons is the man-remn.
0 asalst applicants for,
I'he exposure of any group of perso.ns mess- wish to submit comments or suggestions 'fnd holders of, li enses for light-water
Ured in man-reins Is the product of the num- in connection with the proposed amend- :ooled nuclear power reactors in meeting the
ber of persons in the group times the average ment should send them to the Secretary requirement that r adloactive material in
exposure in Peis of the member r of the of the Commission, U.S. Atomic Energy effluents released fro n those facilities to un
areasguidar
be kept "as low as prac
,Aroup. Thus. If each member of a popula- Ssexposed
Commission, Washington, D.C., 20545 restricted
ticable". This
tion group of 1 million people were
Lce is appropriate only
to 0.001 rem (1 millirem). the total man-rem Attention: Chief, Public Proceeding: for light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors
exposure would be 1.000 man-rein.
Branch, within 60 days after publicatio
and not for other tyliea of nuclear facilities.
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11. C; ii id,:, on i'rsignobj rf Iires for
ih I - a (lI r- ooltrd nuc lear poiwer relctors
lIu'icd
under 10 CFR Part 50. The guides
s (exly'etsed w quantities
'or de;ign phlv(eet
and c(n/iceltratiiii
of radioactlve nateriaa
In eflluents) for light-water-cooled nuclear
power reactors speccified In paragraphs A and
13 of this Iection are sufficiently conservative
,o provlile re:Loiiable assurance that, for
i11ost lI(Wftlon; having environmental char
acterstics likely to be considered acceptable
by. tle Cormmis'%ion for a nuclear power re
actor site, resultant increases in radiation
exposures to Individual members of the pub
lic living at the site.boundary, due to opera
tion of light-water-cooled nuclear power re
ac'ors at the site. will generally be less than
5 percent of exposures due to natural back
ground radiation and average exposures to
sieable population groups will generally be
less thai. I percent of exposures due to nat
ural background raiation. The guides on
for
light -water-cooled
design
objectives
nuclear power reactors set forth In para
graphs A and B of this section may be used
by an applicant for a permit to construct
a light-water-cooled nuclear power reactor
as guidance In meeting the requirements of
§50.34a(aj that applications filed after Jan
uary 2. 1971, Identify the design objectives,
and the means to be employed, for keeping
levels of radioactive material In effiluerts to
unrestricted area.' ws low as practicable.
A. For radioutite material above back
ground in liquid effluents to be released to
unrestricted areas by each light-water-cooled

nuclear power reactor at a site:
I. The estimated antnual total quantity of
radioactive material, except tritium, should
not exceed 5 curies; and
2. The estimated annual average concen

tration of radioactive material prior to dilu
tIon In a natural body of water, except trit
1u_.
should not exceed 0.00002 microCurlie
(20 picocuries) per liter; and
3. The estimated annual average concen
tration of tritium prior to dilution in a nat
ural body of water should not exceed 0.005
m.icrocurle (5.000 plcocuries) per liter.
B. For radioactive material above back
ground in gaseous effluents, the estimated
total quantities of radioactive material to be
released to unre-stricted areas by all light
water-cooled nuclear power reactors at a site
should not result in:
1. An annual average exposure rate due to
noble gases at any location on the boundary
of the site or ii the offsite environment In
excess of 10 niillirenvs; and
2. Annual averasge concentrations at any
location on the boundary of the site or in
the offatte environment of rudioactive lodines,
in particulate form
or radioactive materil
with a half-life greater than 8 days, in ex
cems of the concentrations In air specified In
Appendix B. Table I. Column 1. of 10 CPR
Part 20, divided ly 100,000.
C. Not.wlthstandiing the guidance in para
graphs A and B above, design objectives,
based on quantities and concentrations of
radloactive material above background in
effluents to be released to unrestricted areas,
. An exposure rate such that a hypothetical
individual continuously present in the open
at any location on the boundary of the site
or in the offsite environment would not in
cur an annual exposure in excess of 5 milli
ren s.*This neglect.s the reduction in the
exposures to a real individual that would
be afforded by the distance from the site
I)oundary at which the individual is located.
.shielding provided by living indoors and
perlods of time the Individual is not present
In

the area.

higher t hani those specified ItI those para
effluents to unrestricted areas its low a;
graphs may be doeined to meet the require
practicable.
nieit for keeping levels of radioactive ma
ieuceeu
Section 50.3t(b) provides tat
teritl itI effluents to uirestricted areas as low
shall be guided by ceartain considerations in
as praeticable If the applicant provid-s rea
establiahing and implementing operating
Sotuible assurance that:
procedures that take into account the need
1. For radioactive material above back
'for operating flexibility while at the same
to
to
be
released
ground In lquld effluents
time assure that the licensee will exert his
unrestricted areas by all light-water-cooled
best effort to keep levels of radioactive ma
nuclear power reactors at a site, the pro
terial In effluents as low as practicable. The
posed higher quantities or concentrations
guidance set forth below provides more spe
will not result in annual expoeures to the
cificguidance to licensees in this respect.
whole body or any organ of an individual in
In using the guides set forth in section
excess of 5 millirems; - and
IV- it is expected that It should generally
2. For radioactive noble gases and iodines
be feasible to keep average annual releases
and radioactive material in particulate form
of radioactive material in effluents from
above background in gaseous effluents to be
light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors
released to unrestricted axes by all light
within the levels set forth as numerical
water-cooled nuclear power reactors at a site, guides for design objectives in section II
the proposed higher quantities and concen
.above. At the same time, the licensee Is per
trations will not result in annual exposures
mitted the flexibility of operation, compatible
to the whole body or any organ of an indi
with considerations of health and safety, to
vidual in excess of 5 millirens.
assure that the public is provided a depend
able source of power even under unusual
D. Notwithstanding the guidance in para
operating conditions which may temporarily
a
particular
site
graphs A, B, and C above, for
result in releases higher than such numerical
the Commission may specify, as guidance on
guides for design objectives, but still within
design objectives, lower quantities and con
levels that assure that actual exposures to
centrations of radioactive material above
the public are small fractions of natural
background In effluents to be released to un
background radiation. It is expected that in
that
the
use
of
restricted areas if it appears
using this operational flexibility under un
the design objectives described in thdse para
usual operating conditions, the licensee will
graphs is likely to result in releases;of total
quantities of radioactive material Irom all
exert his best efforts to keep levels of radio
active material in effluents within the nu
light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors at
merical guides for design objectives.
the site that are estimated to cawse an an
nual exposure in excess of 5 mlllirems to the
SFc. IV. Guides for limiting conditions for
whole body or any organ of an Individual in
nuclear
operation /or light-water-cooled
the offslte environment from radioactive ma
power reactors.A. If rates of release of radio
terial above background in either liquid or
active materials in effluents from Idgbt
gaseous effluents.
water-cooled nuclear power reactors actually
Sxc. III. Guides on technical specifications experienced, averaged over any calendar
for limiting conditions for operation for
quarter, are such that the estimated annual
light -water-cooled nuclear power reactors quantities or concentrations of radioactive
licensed under 10 CFR Part 50. The guides on material in effluents are likely to exceed
limiting oonditions for operation for light
twice the design objective quantities and
water-cooled nuclear power reactors set forth
concentrations set forth in section II above,
the licensee should:
below -may be used by an applicant for a
license to operate a light-water-cooled nu
1. make an investigation to identify the
clear power reactor as guidance in develop
cau.es for such release rates; and
ing technical specifications under § 50.36a(a)
2. define and initiate a program of action
to
duce such release rates to the design
to keep levels of radioactive materials in
lev 3; and
3. report these actions to the Commission
For purposes of the guides in Appendix I,
on a timely basis.
IB
If rates of release of radioactive ma
be
exposure of members of the public should
estimated from distributdons in the environ
terial in liquid or gaseous effluents actually
ment of radioactive material released in efflu
experienced, averaged over any calendar
ents. For estimates of external exposure the quarter, are such that estimated annual
rem may be considered equivalent to the rad;
quantities or concentrations of radioactive
and account should be taken of the appro
material in effluents are likely to exceed a
priate physical parameters (energy of radia
range of 4-8 times the design objective
tion. absorption coefficients, etc.). Estimates
quantities and concentrations set forth in
of Internal dose commitment, in terms of
section II above,. the Commission will take
the common unit of dose equivalence (rem),
appropriate action to assure that such re
should be generally consistent with the con
lease rates are reduced. (Section 50.36a(a)
ventlons or assumptions for calculatlonal
(2) requires the licensee to submit certain
purposes most recently publlohed by the In
reports to the Commission with regard to the
ternatioual Commission on Radlological Pro
qiantities of the principal radionuclildes
tection which apply dtrectly to intakes of
released to unrestricted areas. It also pro
radioactive material from air and water, and
vides that, on the basis of such reports and
those applicable to water may be applied to
any additional information the Commission
intakes from food. These conventions or as
may obtain from the licensee and others,
sumptions should be used for calculations of
the Commission may from time to time
dose equivalence except for exposures due to
require the licensee to take such action as
strontlum-89, strontium-90, or radionuclides
of iodine. For those radionuclides the biologi
the Commission deems appropriate.)
cal and physical assumptions of FRC Report
C. The guides for limiting conditions for
No. 2 should be used. It Is assumed that an
operation described in paragraphs A and B
nual average concentrations of radioactive
of this section are applicable to technical
iodine in the environment, as listed in Part
20. Appendix B, Table II, would result in
annual doses of 1.5 reins to the thyroid and
Pnelease rates within this range would be
the concentration of strontiium-89 or stron
expected to keep the annual exposure rate
tium-90 would result in annual doses of 0.5
to individuals offsite within a range of 20
rem to -thebone. Exposure to the whole body
40 nirerns per year during this quarterly
should be assessed as exposure to the gonads
pericil.
or red bone marrow.
f
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PROPOSED KULI
speclflratien' ficlu-ded in any license a
thorizing operation of a light-water-cooled
nuclear power reactor constructed pursuant
to a construction permit for which application was filed on or after January 2, 1971.
For light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors
constructed pursuant to a construction permit for which application was filed prior to
January 2. 1971, appropriate technical apect-
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cations should be developed to carry out
the purposes of keeping levels of radioactive
material in effluents to unrestricted areas
as low as practicable. In any event, all holders
of licenses authorizing operation of a light
water-cooled nuclear power reaotor should,
after (36 months from effective date of this
guide), develop technical specifications In
conformity with the guides of this Section.

(81,

88 Stat. 948; 42 U.S.C. 2201)

Dated at Washington, D.C., this 4th
day of June 1971.
For the Atomic Energy Commission.
W. B. MCCOOL,
Secretary of the Commissfon.
[FR Doc.71-8049 Filed -8-71;8:51 amI
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(Tr.

G87)

Question
"Oh, there was one further question.. In discussions of the emergency
core cooling system, the Board will be much concerned about the
experimental evidence that was developed for the effectiveness of the
system; in other words, Its reliability and the assurance tihat one
gives that it is essentially failproof.
We also will be concerned about whether there has been experimental
evidence and whether there have been calculations that would indicate
whethcr there is-a substantial question as to whether the emergency core
cooling system will function as it was designed.
In other words, whether these reservoirs that provide the initial flooding
of the core will function as they have been designed to function."

Answer
The answer to this question will be submitted to the Board at some time
in the near future.

(Tr. 687-689)

Questi on
"I would like to add just one point under the
questions discussed by
Dr. Briggs, that has to do with

the plans in case of an emergency.
Emergencies don't necessarily happen when
the weather is fine and
everybody is home listening to the telephone
so that the question
of backup and organizational changes that
are required because people
aren't available or communication isn't just
what it is expected to be,
migiht be discussed in some detail.
The plan looks like a good one and it is quite
works out as it is expected to in that plan.l elaborate if everything
But if it doesn't work
out, what then happens.
Let me just-add, I think it was the contemolation
that if the Staff
has any contribution to make respectinq these
s-veril
mattersiT
..........
.......... the
rt,.
Lq.rrjs
referred,
toJ
GU --l¢ve
. ..d ... p s~
hd',
-- - -,. its
futhe r eAo nscs and evaluationBoard ,,uu..b--_
of aniY da ta t
mayi _] -o-/re
to
~I25~ns uoe cnsicier-atio-n.

M

--

Answer
Thc design of the reactor .and its association
such that the calculated doses at the exclusionsafety features is
radius and-site boundary
will not exceed those specified in 10 CFR
Part
100.
The degree of
conservatism of the calculated doses has ben
discussed
in response
to Question 5. The emergency plan is intended
to
reduce
the potential
doses to individuals. still further by the
use of organized evacuation
procedures. The staff believes that there
flexibility in the emergency plan to assure is sufficient coverage and
effective evacuation of
5the low population zone if ever requited.
If it is assumed that one
of the highly unlikely design basis accidents
releases were at or above action levels, and were to occur, that
that unforeseen circumstances
interfered with effective evacuation, then
there is a possibility that
higher than anticipated doses would occur.

I.

(Tr. 639)

Question
"I think the Board would also be interested in reference to the sodium
hydroxide situation, if we could have some reports on what the experimental
data indicated and have some appraisal of the matter from those who are
familiar with that type of work."
Answer
Extensive experimental data on the iodine removal capability of sodium
hydroxide additive spray systems has been coompiled, primarily at the
Oak ,idge Hational Laboratory and at the Battelle Northwest Laboratory.
All results indicate rapid removal of elemental and inorganic iodides,
slower removal of particulate associated iodine, and very slow re:oval
of organic iodides. Selected references giving detailed experimental
conditions and results are listed below:
1. ORNL-4360, Spray and Pool Absorption Technology Program (1969)
2. ORiIL-4511, Annual Report, Nuclear Safety Program (1968)
3. ORNL-4374, Annual Report, Nuclear Safety Program (1969)
4. ORNL-4647, Annual Report, Nuclear Safety Program (1970)
5. Nuclear Technology April 1971 issue
6. BNWL-894, 926, 1009, 1084, 1187, 1266, 1315-1 and 1315-2,
Quarterly Reports, Nuclear Safety Program., Battelle Northwest
Lab. (1968-70)
7. BNWL-1244, Removal of Iodine and Particles from Containment
Atmospheres by Sprays (1970)
8. BNWL-1485, Effect of Continuous Spray Operation on the
Removal of Aerosols and Gases in the Containment Systems
Experiment (1970)'

(Tr. 689-690)

Question
"I thinkI mentioned at a previous session that sometimes we get two
or three statements of hearsay on these things and in the absence of
specifics it would probably be most helpful, in that connection, for
instance, on the emergency core cooling or the loss of coolant accident,
who are the persons carrying on the experimental work?
I had the impression, I am sure it wasn't intended, that perhaps the de
signer and manufacturer of a nuclear system, nuclear steam supply system,
is carrying on the experimental work to see whether his own product is
going to be satisfactory, and I wonder if there are some independent
experimental organizations making analyses to which Dr. Briggs had
referred now and in previous questions related to these sev eral
experimental programs.
I think evidence from independent analysis will be very helpful. As I
say, I don't think it was intended that the evidence would be submitted
that the designer and vendor of the product would be carrying on a
safety analysis to show that his sales information is correct. I
think it might be apparent that we have disagreed with the ApplicantI
Company's statement this morning that all the research and development
work considered in the construction permit stage has been completed
satisfactorily."
Answer
The answer to this question will be submitted to the Board at some time.
in the near future.

(Tr. 690-691)
Question
"One-problem -- I don't know whether I mentioned it before -- I hope
I don't duplicate. But there have been two letters particularly from
Advisory Committee on-Reactor Safeguards, one of .ihich was October 12,
1966, a letter addressed to tle Chairman of the Atonic Energy Commission
and it consists of some four pages outlining specific areas in which
the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards indicated that further
research in Government should be undertaken.
Now, may be it has been undertaken. We would be pleased to have both
.the Applicant and the Staff discuss that letter with specifics on
fulfillment of the R&D that probably has been undertaken since 1966.
We tall, about a possible functional failure of the.emergency core
cooling system and other aspects of the entire operations. This does
not apply solely to Con Edison. It applies to all reactors.

,

So I think this proceeding might give the Staff, specifically, and
the Applicant if it could get the data an opportunity to more or less
update these areas of concern so that the record will show and the
Advisory Committee will have an opportunity to review the transcript as
to how the programs have been carried out."
Answer
The letter dated October 12, 1966, from the ACRS to the Chairman of the
AEC in r'egard to the Commission's Reactor Safety Research Program
suggested certain areas in which the ACRS at that time felt further
research was needed.
These areas to which the Committee attached "special importance" were:
.
1. The development of a research program relative to the interaction
between molten mixtures and water or steani, steam explosions,
hydrogen generation and possible explosive atmospheres. The
research programs associated with these areas are discussed in
the USAEC Annual Reports to Congress [e.g., Fundamental Nuclear
Energy Research (1969), a Supplemental Report for 1969], and in
WASH 1146 Water Reactor Safety Program Plan which was provided
with our letter of April 15, 1971. We have also discussed this
in our response to Intervenor, Citizen's Committee for the
Protection of the Environment, Question I-8 submitted in our
letter of May 12, 1971.

2. Studies on core cooling processes and tests of actual core
flooding systems. The research program relative to core cooling
has been discussed in our response to question No. 54 contained
in our letter of February 23, 1971 covering the LOFT program.
Further information is given in WASH 1146.
3. Development of methods for periodic inspection of pressure
vessels. These methods comprise Section XI of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code, Rules for Inservice Inspection of
Nuclear Reactor Coolant Systems which has been discussed by
the applicant in response to Question No. H-lO(i).
4. Implementation of a research program on the properties, honio
geneity and behavior of thick steel pressure vessel sections.
The HSST research program has been covered by the applicant in
response to Intervenor, Citizen's Committee for the Protection
of the Environment, Question No. H-ll(b). In response to this
question, the applicant referenced WCAP-7561, Heavy Section
Steel Technology Program.
5. Development of research programs on prestressed concrete pressure
vessels. This is not pertinent since no prestressed concrete
reactor pressure vessel for light-water moderated reactors have
been proposed.
6. The further development of advanced methods of calculating
destructive reactivity transients in water-cooled reactors.
The research program status associated with these areas are
discussed in WASH-1146, Water Reactor Safety Program Plan.
Those areas which the Committee felt to be "of current and increasing
significance" were:
1. The potential use of pressure vessels constructed of steels stronger
that those presently used. The modified A-302-B cited in the ACRS
letter is the A 533, Grade B, Class I steel plate discussed in
WCAP-7561, cited previously by the applicant in response to
Question H-ll(b). No other materials have been evaluated in detail
for use in pressure vessel sections.
2. A continuation and expansion of existing programs in fracture
mechanics and irradiation effects. The HSST program related to
this effort has been discussed by the applicant in response to
Question H-ll(b), cited previously.

3. A review and evaluation of nonnuclear industrial experience on
pressure vessels, steam generators vaIves and other components
of reactor primary systems.- The AEC'.requires that the.. design,
fabrication, installation,,.testing and inspection of certain
important tosafety be, to the maximum.
and components
systems practical,
in accordance With thosecodes.:andi standards
extent
in effect on the date of order.
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